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Supplementary Methods Experimental protocols We used a yeast strain derived from haploid cells BY4741 (mating type a, EUROSCARF). All experiments were performed in 200 μl batch culture on BD Falcon 96-well Microtest plates at 30°C using synthetic media supplemented with sucrose. Cultures were maintained in a well-mixed condition by growing in a shaker at 825 r.p.m. To avoid evaporation and contamination across wells, the plates were covered with Parafilm Laboratory Film. The 20% sucrose stock solution was filter-sterilized and stored with 1mM Tris buffer, pH 8.0, to prevent acid-catalyzed autohydrolysis. In all experiments we manually added a trace amount of glucose 0.001%, so that the monosaccharide concentration in sucrose stock (


Data analysis Statistical indicators 2



Statistical indicators were calculated at each observation time over an ensemble of replicate populations. For the experiments with fixed environmental conditions, statistical indicators were calculated after the populations stabilized. The coefficient of variation was calculated as the sample standard deviation divided by the sample mean. The autocorrelation time τ was calculated −1/τ as ρ = e , where the lag-1 autocorrelation ρ was estimated by the Pearson’s correlation



coefficient between the population densities at subsequent days (1). The standard errors and confidence intervals of the indicators were given by bootstrap. For the experiments with slowly deteriorating environments, because our sampling frequency was low relative to the rate of environmental changes, we did not detrend individual time series with insufficient time points. Instead, the statistics (CV, autocorrelation) were computed between replicate populations after subtracting the mean of replicates on each day. As the environment slowly deteriorated on each day, the yeast population relaxed to a new equilibrium, which should be close to the equilibrium of the environmental condition on the previous day (until the tipping point was crossed). The distribution among replicates and the resulting statistics (Fig. 1) could be complicated by the fact that all the populations were approaching the new equilibrium from above. However, our results at fixed environmental conditions do not have these complicated issues. In all the analysis we ensured environmental homogeneity by excluding populations with systematic differences in density, which are presumably caused by errors in daily dilution. For the slowly deteriorating environments (Fig. 1), a subset of 20 replicate populations was used to calculate the indicators after excluding the populations on the edges of 96-well plates. Indicators calculated over the entire ensemble without imposing any selection display similar trends with larger increases (Fig. S6). Details on the analysis of populations under fixed dilution factors are described in supplementary reference (1). For the experiment with fixed sucrose concentrations (from 2.0% to 0.16%), the total number of replicate populations used for calculating indicators shown in Fig. 2 is 53, 47, 44, 32, 41, 30, 32, 27, 21, respectively. Indicators calculated over the entire ensemble without imposing any selection display similar trends with larger increases (Fig. S7). We used bootstrap to estimate:
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1) Confidence interval of indicators for populations in a slowly deteriorating environment (Fig. 1). Indicators were calculated based on 20 replicate populations. We resampled the 20 replicates 1000 times to obtain the 25-75% confidence interval of the indicators. 2) Standard errors of indicators for populations at fixed environmental conditions (Fig. 2, Fig. S2, Fig. S3). Indicators were calculated based on an ensemble of replicate populations over a span of 5 days. For each resampled distribution, there are two alternative methods: A) calculate the indicators for each day, and then average over 5 days; B) combine the data over 5 days into a single distribution, and then calculate the indicators. Both methods yielded similar results. The error bars shown were standard errors of indicators with resampling 1000 times using method A. Fixed points and resilience The stable and unstable fixed points can be identified as points at which the ratio of population densities between subsequent days equals one nt +1 nt = 1 , nt : population density at day. The cooperative growth of yeast in sucrose leads to two stable fixed points (i.e. bistability), with one non-zero stable fixed point for population survival nsfp and the other one for population extinction. There is an unstable fixed point in between. The unstable fixed points nufp were estimated by fitting the data points in the region where: 1) population density is lower than the value that gives the maximum growth, and higher than the detection limit (population density~5×102 cells/μl, below which the measurement becomes inaccurate); and 2) nt +1 nt (t=1 to 6) is in the range of [0.3 3] for data with fixed sucrose concentrations, or [0.5 2] for data with fixed dilution factors. The error bars shown in bifurcation diagrams correspond to 68% confidence interval given by bootstrap. The (survival) stable fixed points nsfp can be estimated by two alternative methods: A) the mean of replicate populations at equilibrium; B) locating the intersection of nt +1 = nt and data points near equilibrium on a nt +1 vs nt plot. Both methods yielded similar results. Stable fixed points shown (Fig. 2) were estimated by the mean of replicate populations at equilibrium over five days (method A); the error bars correspond to standard errors of day-to-day variations.
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Resilience r was calculated as the difference between the estimated stable (survival) and unstable



r nsfp − nufp . Given that the estimation of two fixed points were independent, fixed points,= standard errors of resilience were calculated by propagation of errors, ∆r =



( ∆nsfp ) 2 + ( ∆nufp ) 2 .



Standard errors of unstable fixed points ∆nufp were determined by bootstrap. Standard errors of stable fixed points ∆nsfp were computed from day-to-day variations. Stability In our study, we define stability λ as the recovery rate after a small perturbation near the stable −λ fixed point, i.e. xt +1 = e xt . xt ≡ nt − nsfp is the deviation from the stable fixed point on day t.



Given the experimentally measured growth profile of yeast populations nt +1 = f (n t ) , we can estimate stability by λ = − ln( f '( nsfp )) , where f '( nsfp ) =



df ( n ) is the slope at the stable fixed dn n sfp



point. This follows from Taylor expansion of the growth function



nt +1  f ( nsfp ) + f '( nsfp )( n − nsfp ) Note that f ( nsfp ) = nsfp , it can be written as



xt +1  f '( nsfp ) xt = e − λ xt We estimated the slope at the stable fixed point f '( nsfp ) by fitting the data points with population density around the stable fixed point. Data points nt (t=1 to 6) in the range of [ nsfp × 0.5 nsfp × 1.5 ] 4 and nt +1 − nt ≥ −3.3 × 10 cells/μl were included in the fitting. The first condition was used to select



data around the stable fixed point; the second condition was used to exclude some outliers. Error bars of stability correspond to standard errors given by bootstrap.



Simulations We used a simple phenomenological model (1) to simulate the cooperative growth of yeast over 5



one day n



t +1



= f (n , DilutionFactor, parameters) . This model is based on two phases of daily growth: t



a slow exponential growth phase at low cell densities, followed by a logistic growth phase with a higher per capita growth rate at intermediate cell densities. This model has 5 parameters: Tlag is the lag time before yeast cells start to grow after being transferred into new media (the total time for daily growth is 23 hours). In the slow exponential phase, the population grows with a constant per capita growth rate γlow. After the population reaches a threshold density Nc, the subsequent logistic growth is determined by γhigh (γhigh>γlow) and the carrying capacity K.



0 < N < Nc γ low  1 dN  = N N dt γ high (1 − ) N c ≤ N < K K  Parameter values used for simulations in Fig. 5 are specified in Table S3.
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Table S1. Experimental protocols of deteriorating environments. Increase dilution factor by 10% per day



Reduce sucrose concentration by 20% per day



Day 1-4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21



Day 1-3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24



Dilution Factor 500 550.0 605.0 665.5 732.1 805.3 885.8 974.4 1071.8 1179.0 1296.9 1426.6 1569.2 1726.1 1898.7 2088.6 2297.5 2527.2



Sucrose (%) 5.00 4.00 3.20 2.56 2.05 1.64 1.31 1.05 0.84 0.67 0.54 0.43 0.34 0.27 0.22 0.18 0.14 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.05



In each experiment we have a deteriorating-environment group and a constant-environment group. Starting on Day 5 (or Day 4), the daily dilution factor (or sucrose concentration) for populations in the deteriorating environment group was increased by 10% (or reduced by 20%) per day. The day underlined (Day 16 with an increasing dilution factor, or Day 20 with sucrose reduction) is the estimated day that the yeast populations crossed a tipping point (Fig. S1).
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Table S2. Stability and resilience of dynamical systems. Stability



Resilience



Equivalent terms



Recovery rate; Engineering resilience;



Ecological resilience; Basin stability.



in literature



Linear stability.



Response to



Return rate to a stable fixed point after



Tolerance of a large perturbation



perturbations



a small perturbation.



without shifting to an alternative stable state.



Mathematical



Dominant eigenvalue of Jacobian at the



Volume of basin of attraction



definition



stable fixed point



Potential/stability



Curvature around the bottom (i.e. stable



Difference in the state variable



landscape



fixed point). It is a local property.



between the top (i.e. unstable fixed point) and the bottom (i.e. stable fixed point). It is a global property.



Metrics used in our study



stability = − ln( f '( nsfp ))



resilience = nsfp − nufp



nt +1 = f (n t ) is the daily growth of



nsfp : the stable fixed point (survival)



yeast populations. f '( n ) ≡



A one-dimensional dynamical system V ( n ) , g( n ) = −



df ( n ) dn



nufp : the unstable fixed point



dn = g ( n ) can be represented by an effective potential dt



dV ( n ) , where n is the state variable (i.e. population density). In our system, we dn



define resilience as the maximal perturbation (i.e. number of individuals lost) a population can withstand without going extinct. Stability is defined as the return rate λ to the stable fixed point −λ after small perturbations. xt +1 = xt e , where xt ≡ nt − nsfp is deviation from the stable fixed point



on day t. Defining resilience for systems with higher dimensions is not always straightforward. Also, in systems where stochastic transitions between alternative stable states are common, an alternative metric for the health of an ecosystem is the expected lifetime of the state. In this situation the lifetime of the state could be used in place of the resilience as a way to compare the performance of early warning indicators under different environmental drivers. 8



Table S3. Parameter values used in simulations. Parameter



Value



γhigh



0.4 hr-1



γlow



0.3 hr-1



Tlag



2.97 hr



Nc



2.76×102 cells/μl



K



1.76×105 cells/μl



Dilution Factor (DF)



600



The above set of parameter values is the initial condition shown in Figure 5. Details of the model are specified in Supplementary Methods: Simulations. For the anti-correlation path, the starting condition is (DF=1000, K=1.76×105 cells/μl), the ending condition is (DF=600, K=5.28×104 cells/μl). The decrease of DF and the decrease of K are both on a linear scale along this path; a total of 20 conditions are simulated.
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Text S1. Scaling between stability and statistical indicators. Statistical indicators such as CV and autocorrelation time characterize the size and timescale of fluctuations around a stable fixed point. Here we show that these indicators are reflections of changes in stability (i.e. recovery rate) in an AR(1) process (autoregressive model of order 1) (2). Consider a stationary AR(1) process,



x= ρ xt + ε t t +1



x=t nt − nsfp denotes the deviation from equilibrium population density on day t, ε t ~ N (0, σ 2 ) is Gaussian white noise. ρ = e − λ is determined by the recovery rate λ . The variance of population density is



Var ( xt ) =



σ 2 λ →0 σ 2  1− ρ2 2λ



The autocorrelation of population density is λt t e −= e < xt x0= > ρ=



−t



T



So the autocorrelation time T equals the recovery time,



T=



1



λ



As populations approach a fold bifurcation, stability (the recovery rate) λ goes to zero, leading to an increase in statistical indicators. Given that standard deviation and autocorrelation time scale inversely with stability, their reciprocals (e.g. 1/CV) are sometimes used as alternative metrics of stability.
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Text S2. Positive correlation between stability and resilience when close to a bifurcation. Here we show that stability scales linearly with resilience near a fold bifurcation as a result of critical slowing down. Let’s first look at the relation between resilience and the distance to the bifurcation. Given the quadratic shape of a fold bifurcation, when close to the bifurcation we have 1



| E − E 0 |~ r 2 , or r ~| E − E 0 |2 E is the environmental driver (i.e. control parameter) with a fold bifurcation at E 0 . | E − E 0 | is the distance to the bifurcation. Resilience r is the distance between the stable and unstable branches. Right at the fold bifurcation, resilience decreases to zero as the stable and unstable fixed points meet and “collide”. The scaling between stability and the distance to a bifurcation has been derived previously (3). For real eigenvalues (this is always the case for one-dimensional systems), it has been shown that the recovery time diverges with a critical exponent



1



λ



−



1



1 2



1



~| E − E 0 | 2 , or λ ~| E − E 0 |2



Right at the fold bifurcation, stability λ decreases to zero (i.e. critical slowing down). Combining the above results, we can see that close to a fold bifurcation stability scales linearly with resilience, λ ~ r . The mathematical fact is that, stability and resilience are positively correlated only when the system is very close to the fold bifurcation. The real-world applications of critical slowing down as warning signals, however, assume that the relationship between stability and resilience is qualitatively preserved far from the bifurcation. To make such extrapolation requires validation from empirical observations in a variety of scenarios, including environmental deterioration caused by different drivers. In our experimental populations, we find a positive correlation between stability and relation over a wide range of conditions when a specific driver is tuned.
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Text S3. A toy model with a cubic potential. Here we aim to gain some intuition on the relation between stability and resilience from a toy model (Fig. S8A)



V= (x) α x 3 − β x 2 with α > 0, β ≥ 0 . V (x) is the effective potential of a one-dimensional dynamical system



dV (x) dx = g (x) , where g(x) = − (4). dt dx We can easily solve the fixed points of this model g (x) = x (2 β − 3α x ) = 0



The unstable fixed point xufp = 0 , the stable fixed point xsfp =



2β . This model has a transcritical 3α



bifurcation at β 0 = 0 . So we have resilience



r = xsfp − xufp =



2β 3α



Stability is determined by



dg ( x ) −λ = =−2 β , or λ = 2 β dx xsfp Now we plot contours of resilience and stability in the parameter space of (α , β ) (Fig. S8B). As illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. S4C, this would help us identify scenarios in which the positive correlation between stability and resilience breaks down. For example, we can find two different scenarios of environmental deterioration before reaching the transcritical bifurcation: 1) a decrease in β with fixed α . This would lead to a decrease in both stability and resilience. 2) an increase in



α followed by a decrease in β . In this case, when α is changed, resilience decreases while stability remains constant (i.e. zero correlation). As illustrated in Fig. 4, we can also visualize the 12



response of the system to different environmental changes as different paths on the stabilityresilience diagram (Fig. S8C). Additional notes: 1) The relation between stability and resilience presents a general framework to evaluate the performance of indicators based on critical slowing down and help us understand why they may fail. For example, in the toy model discussed in Menck et al (5), when approaching the bifurcation stability remains constant as resilience goes to zero. This scenario can be visualized as a horizontal line on the stability-resilience diagram (i.e. zero correlation). 2) Here we have not considered the mapping between model parameters and empirical environmental drivers. In principle, a single environmental driver may also lead to anticorrelation or zero correlation between stability and resilience.
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Figure S1. Estimation of the day when populations started to collapse in a deteriorating environment. (A) Deteriorating environment with increasing dilution factor over time; (B) Constant environment with dilution factor fixed at 500; (C) Deteriorating environment with a decreasing sucrose concentration over time; (D) Constant environment group with sucrose concentration fixed at 5%. Protocols of the deteriorating-environment experiments are specified in Table S1. Light dots: individual populations; dark dots: the mean ratio of 20 replicate populations; black line: threshold ratio at 0.5. We estimated the day that the population crossed a tipping point by analyzing the ratio of population densities between subsequent days nt +1 nt . The control groups in constant environments maintained a ratio close to one. For the deteriorating-environment group, as the condition was deteriorated on a daily basis, the populations were constantly relaxing to a lower stable fixed point on each day, thus the ratio of population densities between subsequent days should be smaller than one. However, after crossing a tipping point (fold bifurcation), the stable fixed point would disappear and the population would enter a free fall to extinction with the ratio dropping significantly. We estimated the day that population collapse started as when the threshold ratio 0.5 was crossed. In the two different deteriorating environments, the estimates given by this 14



method (Table S1) matched well with the estimates given by the mapped bifurcation diagrams (Fig. 2): [Sucrose] ~ 0.12% and Dilution Factor ~ 1600. The estimated day when populations started to collapse after crossing the tipping point is marked in (A) and (C) (the same as in Fig. 1).
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Figure S2. Performance of autocorrelation time under two different environmental drivers. (A, B) Autocorrelation time increased as environment deteriorated with decreasing sucrose concentration (A) or increasing dilution factor (B) (adapted from supplementary reference (1)). (C) To compare the performance of warning signals under different environmental drivers, we evaluated autocorrelation time as a function of resilience. Given that the same amount of resilience is lost, the increase in autocorrelation time was indeed more substantial with increasing dilution factor than with decreasing sucrose concentration. Error bars are standard errors given by bootstrap (Supplementary Methods).
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Figure S3. Stability-resilience relation and performance of warning indicators under a third environmental driver: osmotic stress caused by [NaCl]. (A) Bifurcation diagram for [NaCl] as an environmental driver. (B) Stability-resilience diagram. Our yeast populations lost both stability and resilience at higher concentration of salt, before eventually reaching a fold bifurcation. The exact path under this driver on the stability-resilience diagram was observed to be between the two paths of dilution factor and sucrose. The estimation of resilience and stability was performed in a similar fashion as for the other two drivers. Data points with nt +1 nt (t=1 to 3) in the range of [0.1 10] are used to fit unstable fixed points. The stable fixed points are estimated by method B and error bars correspond to standard errors given by bootstrap (Supplementary Methods). (C) CV of yeast populations under osmotic stress are compared to the other two drivers as “indicators of resilience”. As the environment deteriorates with an increasing concentration of salt, we found that changes in CV as a function of resilience were intermediate among the three drivers. CV was calculated among replicate populations over a span of 3 days after population density reached equilibrium; error bars correspond to standard errors of day-to-day variations. A filtering procedure to ensure environmental homogeneity was performed in a similar fashion as under the other drivers (Supplementary Methods). We note that the highest [NaCl] used in our experiment (~0.3M or 20g/L) is well below the lethal concentration (6). Adaptation of yeast under these salt concentrations at the timescale of our experiment (less than a week) is expected to be minimal (7, 8), so any heterogeneity introduced by adaptation should be insignificant in comparison to the true variation among the replicate populations.
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Figure S4. Changes in stability and resilience can be anti-correlated when multiple environmental drivers are involved. (A) Stability-resilience diagram. Given that different drivers lead to different paths on the stability-resilience diagram, we can readily find conditions with a trade-off between stability and resilience. For example, one condition (open black dot) has high resilience and low stability, while the other (filled black dot) has low resilience and high stability. (B) An anti-correlation path can be visualized in the parameter space of two drivers. The contours end at the fold bifurcation as both stability and resilience are reduced to zero (they cannot be negative). Close to the fold bifurcation, stability scales linearly with resilience (Text S2) so their contours tend to parallel (red lines). Farther away from the bifurcation, however, contours of stability and resilience can intersect and the positive correlation between the two properties may →



→



break down. (C) An intersection of resilience contour and stability contour. g r and g s denote the →



gradient of resilience and stability, respectively. E represents an environmental change involving →



→



→



→



two drivers. When g r ⋅ E < 0 and g s ⋅ E > 0 , a decrease in resilience will be accompanied by an increase in stability.
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Figure S5. Simulated stability-resilience relation by tuning the growth rate at low cell density in a phenomenological model of yeast growth. In addition to the simulations corresponding to varying dilution factor and carrying capacity (Fig. 5A), we explored another scenario in which the growth rate during slow growth phase γlow (Supplementary Methods) was decreased, which also led to a different path on stability-resilience diagram. In our experiment, lowering the sucrose concentration would limit the carrying capacity as well as how fast yeast cells grow at low cell densities. Thus, the outputs of our model were consistent with the experimental observation that tuning sucrose concentration led to a less convex path than tuning dilution factor.
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Figure S6. With an increasing dilution factor, statistical indicators calculated over either the entire ensemble or a subset of populations showed similar trends. Population density and statistical indicators based on the entire ensemble of 36 replicate populations in a deteriorating environment with (A) an increasing dilution factor or (B) decreasing sucrose concentration. In Fig. 1, a subset of 20 replicate populations was used to calculate the indicators after excluding the populations on the edges of 96-well plates. Conventions for symbols and confidence intervals are the same as defined in Fig. 1.
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Figure S7. With decreasing sucrose concentrations, statistical indicators calculated over either the entire ensemble or a subset of populations showed similar trends. Comparison between statistical indicators calculated using all the replicate populations (triangles) and using a subset of populations (circles, data shown in Fig. 2 and S2) under a range of fixed sucrose concentrations. In the subset of populations, wells on the edges of 96-well plates or displaying large jumps of population density (>2×104 cells/μl) between subsequent days, presumably caused by pipetting errors, were excluded.
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Figure S8. Relation between stability and resilience in a toy model with a cubic potential. (A)



V= (x) α x 3 − β x 2 is the effective potential. This model has a transcritical bifurcation at β 0 = 0 . (B) Contours of resilience and stability in the parameter space of (α , β ) . We illustrate wo scenarios of environmental deterioration before reaching the transcritical bifurcation: 1) a decrease in β with fixed α . This would lead to a decrease in both stability and resilience. 2) an increase in α followed by a decrease in β . In this case, when α is changed, resilience decreases while stability remains constant (i.e. zero correlation). (C) The response of the system to different environmental changes can be visualized as different paths on the stability-resilience diagram. In the second scenario, as the environment deteriorates the positive correlation between stability and resilience does not always hold.
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Figure S9. The stability-resilience relation reflects intrinsic difference between environmental drivers and determines the utility of critical slowing down as resilience indicators. (A) We expect more loss of stability and thus a larger increase in statistical indicators along a more convex path on the stability-resilience diagram (Driver 1) than a concave path (Drive 2). This observation does not depend on the location of the starting condition (green dot or yellow dot). In the context of our system, this means that if at any time the cause of the environmental deterioration shifts from nutrient limitation to a rising death rate we will observe a comparatively more rapid loss of stability than loss of resilience. (B) Warning indicators need to be observed before resilience becomes too small, as large environmental perturbations (i.e. external forcing) will occasionally push systems to transition towards collapse before the deterministic bifurcation. Given this need to maintain a minimal resilience, the early warning indicators based on loss of stability will be more effective for Driver 1 as compared to Driver 2 as a result of their different paths on the stability-resilience diagram. In this scenario, a large environmental perturbation happens once in a while and could push the population below the extinction threshold (i.e. the unstable fixed point) if resilience is low. (C) If extinctions are driven by stochastic fluctuations in population size (the source of stochasticity could be demographic or environmental noise), then in the limit of small noise the risk of extinction depends on the height of potential well (9), which scales as ~(stability)×(resilience)2. In this case, changes in Driver 1 would also lead to more loss of stability (i.e. strong warning signals) given the same increase in the risk of extinction. Thus, our finding on stability-resilience relation holds true for both scenarios of extinction before the deterministic bifurcation (either due to large but rare perturbations like external forcing events, or small but frequent perturbations like demographic and/or environmental noise), despite the fact that the risk of extinction would scale differently with resilience and stability.
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Figure S10. The varying performance of early warning indicators in two slowly deteriorating environments can be explained to some extent by the stability-resilience relation. Based on interpolation of the bifurcation diagrams (Figure 2), we plotted how resilience changed over time (ten days before crossing the estimated tipping point) in the slowly deteriorating environments (panel A: increasing Dilution Factor, Figure 1A-D; panel B: decreasing [Sucrose], Figure 1E-H). Comparing the time series of resilience and warning indicators (e.g. CV), we could see that given the loss of resilience the increase in CV is more dramatic under increasing dilution factor. The varying performance of CV (panel C) is consistent with our observation at constant environmental conditions (Figure 2). Although we cannot fully disentangle the possible influence by the rate of environmental deterioration, the stability-resilience relation can explain to some extent the different performance of warning indicators observed in two slowly deteriorating environments (Figure 1).
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